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Evolution of the universe

~13.8 billion years~3 min.

talk by D.Latas this talk...



Epochs of the universe
Einstein Telescope
Einstein Telescope can observe BBH mergers to red shifts of about 100. This allows a new approach to 
cosmography. Study primordial black holes, BH from population III stars (first metal producers), etc.

Einstein Telescope has direct access to signals from black hole mergers in this range
Epoch featuring transition from radiation dominance  

to matter dominance era, and neutral atom formation 
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Epochs of the universe
Einstein Telescope
Einstein Telescope can observe BBH mergers to red shifts of about 100. This allows a new approach to 
cosmography. Study primordial black holes, BH from population III stars (first metal producers), etc.

Einstein Telescope has direct access to signals from black hole mergers in this range
Epoch featuring formation and evolution of astronomical objects,  

and transition from matter dominance to dark energy dominance era



From radiation-dominated era to recombination
Einstein Telescope
Einstein Telescope can observe BBH mergers to red shifts of about 100. This allows a new approach to 
cosmography. Study primordial black holes, BH from population III stars (first metal producers), etc.

Einstein Telescope has direct access to signals from black hole mergers in this range

Universe expanding and cooling down to ~3000 K ...• At early times, the temperature was too high for stable atoms to exist:
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• The Universe is expanding       it was hotter and denser in the past.



From radiation-dominated era to recombination
Einstein Telescope
Einstein Telescope can observe BBH mergers to red shifts of about 100. This allows a new approach to 
cosmography. Study primordial black holes, BH from population III stars (first metal producers), etc.

Einstein Telescope has direct access to signals from black hole mergers in this range

... allowing for first neutral stable atoms to form...• Light was released and created the cosmic microwave background:

Afterglow of the Big Bang
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• 380,000 yrs after the Big Bang, the first stable atoms formed.

CMB

Electrons and light nucleuses recombined 
into stable neutral atoms (~100 ka)

photons  
released



From radiation-dominated era to recombination
Einstein Telescope
Einstein Telescope can observe BBH mergers to red shifts of about 100. This allows a new approach to 
cosmography. Study primordial black holes, BH from population III stars (first metal producers), etc.

Einstein Telescope has direct access to signals from black hole mergers in this range

...giving rise to cosmic microwave background (CMS) radiation!

Afterglow of the Big Bang

• 410 photons per cubic centimeter
• cooled by the expansion: 2.7 K
• faint microwave radiation

This afterglow of the Big Bang can still be seen today:

CMB



Afterglow of the Big Bang

Afterglow of the Big Bang

Penzias and Wilson discovered the CMB in 1965:

Penzias & Wilson discovered the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) in 1965



Afterglow of the Big Bang

Penzias and Wilson discovered the CMB in 1965:Afterglow of the Big Bang
What they found is the most perfect blackbody spectrum in Nature.
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They found is the most perfect blackbody spectrum in Nature...

Penzias & Wilson discovered the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) in 1965 
Observed in every direction and has no single origin point...



Observing the CMB radiation



Observing the CMB radiation

Initial CMB spectrum measurements confirmed 
perfect uniform black-body radiation of 2.75 K!



Observing the CMB radiation

With ever-more precise space-based experiments (COBE, WMAP, Planck) 
CMB spectrum measured at extraordinary details! 



Observing the CMB radiation

Temperature of the CMB found to vary with direction... 
...with tiny variations, just 1 part in 10,000! 



CMB : Fingerprinting the universe

Matter/density variations in an early universe imprinted in tiny CMB "ripples". 
Initial CMB cooled down gradually with the expansion of the universe.

CMB pattern today allows to infer: age, shape, and composition of our universe!
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Inflation predicts the statistics of the CMB fluctuations:



CMB : Fingerprinting the universe

CMB pattern today allows to infer: age, shape, and composition of our universe!

Matter/density variations in an early universe imprinted in tiny CMB "ripples". 
Initial CMB cooled down gradually with the expansion of the universe.



CMB : Fingerprinting the universe

Shape: Universe predominantly has flat geometry!



CMB : Fingerprinting the universe

Composition: Universe seems to be dominated by non-ordinary forms of matter!

Dark energy 
74%

Dark matter 
22%

“Ordinary matter” 
4%



Dark matter: indirect evidences

Galaxy rotation curves and stars velocity dispersions  
consistent with presence of dark matter!



Dark matter: indirect evidences

Galaxy rotation curves and stars velocity dispersions  
consistent with presence of dark matter!



Dark matter: indirect evidences

Dark matter bends space-time resulting in lensing effect:  
observations consistent with presence of dark matter!



Dark matter: (almost) direct evidences

Distribution of matter during the collisions of two clusters of galaxies:  
most of the mass exhibits interaction consistent with dark matter!



Emerging from the Dark Ages  
Einstein Telescope
Einstein Telescope can observe BBH mergers to red shifts of about 100. This allows a new approach to 
cosmography. Study primordial black holes, BH from population III stars (first metal producers), etc.

Einstein Telescope has direct access to signals from black hole mergers in this rangeEpoch of dark ages: 
CMB temperature cooled down from ~3000 K to ~60 K,

no visible light photons, hydrogen/helium density stable. 
 

~15 ma: CMB had a temperature of a "warm summer day on Earth"



Emerging from the Dark Ages  
Einstein Telescope
Einstein Telescope can observe BBH mergers to red shifts of about 100. This allows a new approach to 
cosmography. Study primordial black holes, BH from population III stars (first metal producers), etc.

Einstein Telescope has direct access to signals from black hole mergers in this rangeGravitational collapse: 
ordinary matter falls into the structures created by dark matter,
first smaller and larger non-linear structures begin to take shape. 

 
UV light starts to ionize neutral gas



From quantum fluctuations to large-scale structures

Quantum fluctuation in space-time induced variations in matter density  
ordinary matter falls into the structures created by dark matter!



From quantum fluctuations to large-scale structures

First smaller and larger non-linear structures begin to take shape (100 ma) 
first proto-stars made of hydrogen and helium begin to shine (200-300 ma)!



From quantum fluctuations to large-scale structures

Large-scale astronomical objects (protogalaxies, quasars) begun forming 
porto-stars producing heavy elements allowing for "metallic" stars (>300 ma) !



Evolution of starsEvolution of stars
Compact objects are the product of stellar evolution: white dwarfs, neutron stars, and black holes 

Stellar evolution is complex/cyclic process, often with compact final objects:  
white/brown dwarfs, neutron stars, and black holes !



Origin of elements

All heavy chemical elements have stellar origin:  
from stellar merging/dying/exploding events !

51

Many heavy elements were produced in such collisions



Large-scale structures of the universe

Simulations of the Universe reproduce its key structural features 
still the largest structures observed are larger than expected (~10 billion ly) !

From Sky surveys and mappings: Cosmic structures follow a hierarchical model 
with organization up to the scale of superclusters and filaments (not beyond).



Expansion of the universe: Hubble's law

Galaxies are moving away from Earth at speeds proportional to their distance  
giving observational basis for the expansion of the universe !
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Accelerated expansion of the universe

Observed accelerated expansion of the universe can be 
explained by the dark energy (e.g. vacuum energy or scalar field) !

A Shocking Result
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The universe is accelerating:

Cosmological Constant

Rµ⌫ +
1

2
gµ⌫R =

8⇡G

c4
Tµ⌫ �⇤gµ⌫

The problem sharpens when we realise that the CC can be thought of as 
the energy of space itself:

vacuum energy

Why is it so small?

Observation could be explained by constant energy density  
filling space homogeneously (vacuum energy of space itself): 

⇤quantum ⇡ 10120 ⇤observed

The CC Problem

The expected contribution from quantum fluctuations is much larger than 
the observed value:

This is the biggest disagreement between theory and experiment in the 
history of science.



Dark energy & accelerated expansion

Dark energy also consistent with need for the observationally flat universe,  
and observed large-scale wave-patterns of mass density in the universe!

Confirmed by studying distribution/distance/velocity of Supernovae Type Ia 
(Nobel Prize in Physics 2011).



Evolution of the universe

~13.8 billion years~3 min.

talk by D. Latas this talk...

...until the end.



Additional material



Our location at the Universe



Our location at the Universe
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Our location at the Universe


